
Solar Roller 
1-4+ players 
20-30 minutes 
Roll dice to build and explore your own 
unique solar system. Draw your budding 
planets with rings, moons, and terraform 
planets for the potential for life, all the 
while exploring your system and settling 
on the planets!  You will marvel at your 
unique system you have created! 
 
Components 
-7six-sided dice total in six different 
colors  (recommended: 1 red die, 1 blue die, 1 
purple die, 1 green die, 1 white die and 2 black 
dice) 
-1 player sheet per player 
-1 writing utensil per player 
(recommended: colored pencils or colored fine 
tip dry erase markers if laminated) 
-4 cubes/tokens/etc. as ships per player 
-8 System Goals cards (side A- H) and 8 
Upgrade cards (side 1-8) - double sided 
cards  (front A/back 1, front B/back 2, 
etc.) 
 
Setup 
-Shuffle the Bonus System scoring cards 
face down. Then display 3 System Goals 
cards face up in the center of the playing 
area for all players to see as well as 
place 3 Upgrade face up in view of all 
players and the others can be used 
another time. 
-Give each player a player sheet and 
preferred writing utensil(s). All players 
draw 1 small planet and 1 large planet in 
any band, in any color in their system 
and on the most inner of those planets to 
be your home planet by writing an 'H' in 
one of the moon spaces surrounding the 
planet space and place one ship icon/
cube/token/etc. on that planet. This 
indicates this is the player’s homeworld. 
-The last person to terraform a planet in 
our solar system is the first player and 
receives all the dice. 
 
Turn Summary 
1. Roll dice  
2. Resolve (black) Band Dice 
3. Resolve (red, blue, brown, green, 
white) Action Dice 
4. Resolve Bonus Upgrades 
5. Pass Dice 
 
1. Roll dice 
-Before dice are rolled, on every even 
round there is a bonus action on the 
Round Tracker, every player completes 
the action before rolling the dice. This 
action can be taken in any band and in 
any color in congruence with the value. 
-The player with the dice roll all the dice 
once. Then arrange the dice in numerical 
order so that it is easier to allocate 
actions. 

2. Resolve Band Dice 
-The two black dice are the band dice. 
Announce the dice values and make sure 

that all players understand that actions 
can only be resolved in these bands in 
the current round. 
*If the pair of band dice match in value, 
(doubles) then actions can be taken in 
any of the bands this round. 
 
3. Resolve Action dice 
Players use the colored action dice and 
white action dice to complete their 
actions. 
-Up to 3 actions are completed 
simultaneously amongst all players. 

Value 1 - Draw a small planet in the 
color of the die (or write in the color, 
i.e.: Small Red planet = S R). 
Value 2 - Draw a large planet in the 
color of the die (or write in the color, 
i.e.: Big Blue planet = B B). 
Value 3 - Draw (a) moon(s) near the 
same colored planet matching the color 
of the die. Draw one moon for small 
planets or draw two moons if giving a 
large planet moons. 
Value 4 - Draw X amount of rings onto 
any planets, where X is the number of 
planets in the same band that match the 
color of the dice. Each planet will score 
points for each different color ring that 
does not share the same color as the 
planet so place rings on to different 
colored planets to do well. 
Value 5 - Terraform a planet matching 
the color of the dice. The levels of planet 
terraforming start from Water -> Flora -> 
Fauna -> Civilization. Fill in each level 
on the planet’s terraforming track from 
top to bottom. 
Value 6 - Complete any of the other 
actions in the matching color of the dice 
The White Die 
-The white die moves the player's ship 
around the system the player is creating. 
12/3/4 pip(s) means up to 1/2/3/4 
movement point(s) respectively from 
planet to planet or planet space if a 
planet has not been drawn yet. The 
dotted lines only mean which planet 
(space) is adjacent to another planet 
(space). When ships stop movement at a 
planet, draw a ship icon in one of the 
surrounding moon spaces of the planet 
(space). Ships can travel faster from 
planet to planet with the ship icon giving 
it a free movement point when moving 
through or landing on a planet with a 
ship icon. This also applies to the 
homeworld ‘H’.  Example: The white die 
has a value of two and Andrew decides 
to move his ship across two planets and 
must stop, however, since the planet he 
has stopped on has a ship icon, he can 
move his ship one more time.  
-On a roll of a 5 or 6, players may 
choose to build a settlement on a planet 
with a ship in its current location or 
build a new ship on the homeworld or on 
a previously built settlement. When a 
player settles on a planet, write an 'S' on 
one of the moon spaces surrounding the 
planet and remove the ship icon/cube/

token/etc. from play. The player will 
then score based on the terraformation 
level of the planet the ship has settled on 
by first placing the cube/token/checking 
off the block/etc. in the ship settlement 
scoring area and then writing down the 
score. If the planet has water, then the 
ship will score 2 points; if the planet has 
flora then the ship will score 3 points; 
etc. 

-Ships that are still leftover at the end of 
the game are worth 2 points each.   
-The white dice may also be used as a 
wild color action die. In other words, 
based on the value on the die a player 
may perform an action in any color. 

-Players may optionally further give up 
actions to change a band dice value by 1 
per given up action (up or down) only 
for their chosen actions 

-After players have done all of their 
actions, write in the leftmost box of the 
round tracker the number of actions 
taken in the round to finish their turn. 
 
4. Resolve Bonus Upgrades 
Throughout the game, players will be 
able to receive upgrades for their ships 
and actions. All upgrade cards are shared 
amongst players, where if a player meets 
the conditions of the Bonus Upgrade 
cards they should mark off on the card 
they have met the conditions and will 
gain the upgraded action for the rest of 
the game. 

5. Pass Dice  
-Gather and pass the dice to the next 
player in clockwise order. 

Game End and Final Scoring 
-The game ends at the end of 10 rounds. 
-Score 1 point for every 1 moon 
-Score each planet with different colored 
rings – 2 points for single different 
colored ring from the planet itself, 3 
points for two different colored rings, 
and 4 points for three.  
-Score the highest terraformation level 
on each planet - 2/3/5/7 points multiplied 
by the number of planets. 
-Score 2 points for each built ship in 
space. 
-Score System Goal cards - players 
check if they meet any of the bonus 
scoring conditions on all of the bonus 
scoring cards displayed and score all that 
apply! 
The player with the highest score is 
the Solar Roller winner!  If there is a 
tie, the player who took fewer actions is 
the winner. If there is still a tie, the 
players share the victory and rejoice in 
their amazing solar systems! 

Solo Rules 
-Gameplay has some minor changes 



-At the end of 10 rounds, subtract 
the number of actions taken from 
your total score. 
-Terraformed planets are now 
scored in each band differently: 
Inner Band 2/3/4/5 
Middle Band 3/4/5/6 
Outer Band 4/5/6/7  
-On Bonus Scoring cards do not 
score the “1st to…” higher point 
value, score the lower point value. 

*For a more advanced variant, use 
all Upgrade cards* 

-Scoring 
-70+ points- Out of this galaxy! 
-60-69 points- Amazing! 
-55-59 points- Spectacular! 
-50-54 points- Great! 
-45- 49 points- Good! 
-44 and below- Not bad but you can 
do better! 

System Goals Cards 
A) 
Inner Band- All 4 color planets  
Middle Band- At least 2 planets 
have fauna or higher 
Outer Band- More small planets 
than large planets (must have at 
least one large planet) 
B) 
Inner Band- All 5 planet spaces 
filled with at least 1 moon each 
Middle Band- 2 of each color planet 
of any size 
Outer Band-At least 2 planets have 
flora or higher 
C) 
Inner Band- 1st to have 3 ship icons 
immediately score 
Middle Band- 1st to 8 moons 
immediately score 
Outer Band- 1st to 3 small planets 
immediately score 
D) 
Inner Band- 1st to 5 moons 
immediately score 
Middle Band- 1st to fill entire band 
with planets immediately score 
Outer Band-1st to have 5 rings total 
on any planets immediately score 
E) 
When you have a ship icon in all 
3 bands, score points equal to 
the remaining rounds left in the 
game (including this round). 
F) 

Inner Band- 1st to have 3 water 
planets immediately score 
Middle Band- 1st to 4 large planets 
immediate score 
Outer Band-1st to ship icons 
immediately score  
G) 
At the end of the game, score 1 
point for each pair of one small 
planet and one large planet 
(color does not matter). 
H) 
At the end of the game, count 
your second biggest group of 
planets that are adjacent 
(connected by the lines) and the 
same color (can be large and/or 
small planets). Score points 
equal to the amount of planets in 
that group. 

Upgrade Cards 
1) When a player’s ship settles 
on a planet with fauna or 
civilization for the first time, 
their ships gain +1 movement 
for the rest of the game. 
2) When a player terraforms a 
new planet to civilization for the 
first time, gain a ship (if 
available) and for the rest of the 
game, the white die value 
applies to all of their ships 
(instead of just one). 
3) When you build a second 
settlement, for the rest of the game, 
once per round you can add or 
subtract a value of one to a single 
die for a single action (band dice are 
only manipulated by giving up an 
action) 
4) When you fill all planet spaces in 
a single band, complete two free 
actions in any color and in any band 
(maximum 6 times) 
5) When a player has built their 
third ship, for the rest of the 
game, once per round they can 
choose one action die (not band 
dice) and use the other side of 
the die face’s action instead of 
the one rolled. Value 1s may be 
value 6s, value 2s may be value 
5s, and value 3s may be value 4s 
and vice versa. 
6) Mark off each time when band 
dice rolls are a matching pair. When 

all 3 squares are filled, for the rest 
of the game, value 6 dice can be 
divided into the other actions (1/5, 
2/4, 3/3) with a maximum of 2 
actions per dice. The total amount 
of actions taken must be recorded as 
well. 
7) Mark off each time the band 
dice equal a combined value of 
10 or more. When all 3 squares 
are filled, choose one band and 
draw meteors (or a x2 with an 
O) in it to indicate that when 
rings are drawn in this band, 
draw one additional ring per 
action. 
8) For this game, each dice color 
(blue, green, red, purple) are 
associated with the four levels of 
terraforming (water, flora, fauna, 
civilization). Meaning, instead 
of taking the action associated 
with the color of the dice, 
players may instead terraform a 
planet to the next level with the 
associated action dice as long as 
it has one moon. 







*Bonus System Points* 

Inner Band 
All 4 color planets 

5 pts 
Middle Band 

At least 2 planets have fauna 
8 pts 

Outer Band 
More small planets than large planets 
(must have at least one large planet) 

7 pts 

A

* Bonus System Points * 

Inner Band 
En9re band filled with at least 1 moon 

each 
6 pts 

Middle Band 
2 of each color planets 

7 pts 
Outer Band 

At least 2 planets have flora 
9 pts 

B

* Bonus System Points * 

Inner Band 
1st to have 3 ship icons immediately score 

7 pts (others score 3pts) 
Middle Band 

1st to 8 moons immediately score 
9 pts (others score 5pts) 

Outer Band 
1st to 3 small planets immediately score 

8 pts (others score 3pts) 

C

* Bonus System Points * 

Inner Band 
1st to 5 moons immediately score 
7 pts (others score 4pts) 

Middle Band 
1st to fill en9re band immediately score 

8 pts (others score 5pts) 
Outer Band 

1st to have 5 rings immediately score 
9 pts (others score 5pts) 

D



* Bonus System Points * 

No Boundaries 

When you have a ship icon in all 3 bands, 
score points equal to the remaining 

rounds leK in the game (including this 
round). 

E

* Bonus System Points * 

Inner Band 
1st to 3 water planets immediately score 

8 pts (others score 4pts) 
Middle Band 

1st to 4 large planets immediately score 
5 pts (others score 3pts) 

Outer Band 
1st to 2 ship icons immediately score 

6 pts (others score 3pts) 

F

* Bonus System Points * 

A Balanced System 

At the end of the game, score 1 point for 
each pair of one small planet and one 
large planet (color does not maNer). 

G

* Bonus System Points * 

From A Bigger Rock 

At the end of the game, count your 
second biggest group of planets that are 

adjacent (connected by the lines) and the 
same color (can be any sized planets). 
Score points equal to the amount of 

planets in that group. 

H



Upgrade 

Be;er Fuel, Be;er Rockets 

When a player’s ship seNles on a planet 
with fauna or civiliza9on for the first 9me, 
their ships gain +1 movement for the rest 

of the game. 

  

1

Upgrade 

Shared Technology 

When a player terraforms a new planet to 
civiliza9on for the first 9me, gain a ship (if 

available) and for the rest of the game, 
the white die value applies to all of their 

ships (instead of just one). 

2

Upgrade 

Outpost Research 

When a player builds a second 
seNlement, for the rest of the game, once 

per round they can add or subtract a 
value of 1 to a single die for a single 

ac9on. 
(Reminder: band dice are only 

manipulated by doing one less ac9on 
during the round). 

3

Upgrade 

Abundance 

When a player fills all planet spaces in a 
single band, complete two free ac9ons in 

any color and in any band (maximum 6 
9mes). 

4

Upgrade 

Real Explorers 

When a player has built their third ship, 
for the rest of the game, once per round 
they can choose one ac9on die (not band 

dice) and use the other side of the die 
face’s ac9on instead of the one rolled. 

1 <->6 
2<->5 
3<->4 

5

Upgrade 

The Dark Side of the Moon 
  

For this game, each dice color (blue, 
green, red, purple) are associated with 
the four levels of terraforming (water, 

flora, fauna, civiliza9on). Meaning, 
instead of taking the ac9on associated 
with the color of the dice, players may 
instead terraform a planet to the next 
level with the associated ac9on dice as 

long as it has one moon. 

8

Upgrade 

Halos 

Mark off each 9me the band dice equal a 
combined value of 10 or more. When all 3 

squares are filled, choose one band and 
draw meteors (or a x2 with an O) in it to 

indicate that when rings are drawn in this 
band, draw one addi9onal ring per ac9on. 

 
7

Upgrade 

Prosperous  

Mark off each 9me when the band dice 
are a matching pair (doubles). When all 3 

squares are filled, for the rest of the 
game, value 6 dice can be divided into 

two ac9ons. (Example: value 1 & 5, 2 & 4, 
or 3 & 3) The total amount of ac9ons 

taken must s9ll be recorded on the round 
tracker. 
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